Calcot Manor

Dating back to the 14th century, Calcot Manor
is a country house hotel set in over 220 acres
of Cotswolds meadowland which includes the
Gumstool Inn, The Conservatory Restaurant, the
famous Calcot Spa and, perfect for business events,
weddings and entertaining, The Barn.
A friendly place offering a warm welcome, their
intention is for guests to ‘enjoy yourself, be yourself
and please yourself’, so the health and safety of
both guests and staff is paramount for them.
PPD have worked with Calcot Manor for over
4 years, providing First Aid Trainer & Assessor
Training, Defibrillation Trainer Training and CIEH
PTLLS (Preparing to Teach in the Lifelong Learning
Sector), a qualification developed for anyone
entering a training role or anyone who needs to
achieve the minimum threshold status as a teacher
in the lifelong learning sector: in this case,
work-based learning.

Deborah Whitfield, Manager of Calcot Manor, says
that, although she did not make the decision to
use PPD for Health and Safety training, she’s very
pleased with the choice made by her colleague:
“PPD most certainly delivered everything we
asked for and the training is very good indeed.
The training they provide is always very relaxed
and comfortable, with a perfect balance between
professionalism and fun. Many of our staff say that
it is the ‘best’ first aid training they have ever had
and I can say without a doubt that they are more
confident as a result.”
PPD have helped Calcot Manor to identify other
training needs in the business and Deborah says:
“We find PPD’s training services excellent value
for money and I wouldn’t hesitate to recommend
them to any other company or business looking for
Health and Safety advice or training.”

PPD most certainly delivered...
with a perfect balance between
professionalism and fun
Deborah Whitefield, Calcot Manor Manager

